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The transhumanism is an international movement that states that adding technological
implants and inserting DNA will improve the human being. However, the transhumanists
hide two subjects: the use of technological implants as a weapon against the citizen and
the method they are developing their dangerous projects with, which is suspected to be
illicit human experiments in the world. Technological implants like brain nanobots might
cause losing mind control and thus, the carriers can be controlled by others and lose their
autonomy, they can be spied permanently with the cerebral internet and can lose their
privacy their memory can be deleted and can loose their identity. Thus, the humans who
carry technological implants can be permanently spied on, mentally controlled and they
lose their identity, becoming a human slave at the service of the transnational companies
and the economic powers. An objective analysis reveals that transhumanism is only an
intellectual swindle that leads to digital fascism, a society where a millionaire elite will
govern citizens with technological implants, who will be digital slaves at the service of an
oligarchy.
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Introduction
The transhumanism is promoted according to the World
Transhumanism Association as a philosophy that advocates for the
use of technology in order to be able to overcome our biological
limitations and to transform human condition.1 This movement is
promoted as a benefit to society, as part of the natural evolution of
the human being, or an extension of humanization1, and even as a
“revolution”2 (Figure 1).
The transhumanists state that adding technological implants and
inserting DNA in human beings will improve their condition; man
would leave biological evolution and would begin an evolution based
on technology, the post-human species would be born. The essence of

transhumanism is applying the so-called four emerging technologies
that include the nanotechnology, the biotechnology, the information
technologies and knowledge sciences in the human being (NBIC).3–8
The transhumanists do not only seek to improve health, to
eliminate the disabilities or to cure the diseases but also to produce
stronger, faster, more athletic and more intelligent human beings
with technology. For the transhumanists the time has come for
human beings to take control of their own evolution, this evolution
based on the technology will open the doors to create a new species
descending from the homo sapiens. The human beings will be replaced
progressively by “trans-humans” (H+) or “post-humans” (H++) who
will live 500 years.3

Figure 1 The promotion: The human evolution according to the transhumanism.
Nick Bolstrom, president of the world transhumanism association, (Left) according to the transhumanists, the end of the human evolution is the cyborg.
Source Left: https://www.33rdsquare.com/2017/07/nick-bostrom-explains-how-advent-of.html
Right: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-34175290
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The almost delirious statements of the transhumanists include:
Why not having a more resistant skin?
Why not adding the type of bat vision with ultrasound?
We are going to “remake” ourselves.7
“The human body is not designed for the modern age; we were
designed with an endoskeleton, the world would be better for us if we
had an exoskeleton…
gradually we will integrate technology to our bodies.” 7
The transhumanists consider the body as a deficient and obsolete
object that shall be thrown away like “scrap” or “excess luggage” to
replace it with a “better container” 8, for that reason, the transhumanist
symbol is the cyborg, that represents the man whose body abandons
nature; for the transhumanism, nature is considered an adversary.8 The
objective is that your body has “as little carbon as possible”; it shall
be indifferent to the laws that rule the carbon, as the transhumanist
promotion summarizes it in Latin America: We are going to reinvent
our biological constitutions and to introduce silicon, steel and
microchips within us.9
The transhumanist cyborgization according to its promoters will
allow:
“Eliminating the death, improving the senses, having an infallible
memory, increasing the intellectual capacity, having a greater physical
performance and controlling the emotional responses.” 8
Another aspect of the transhuman is that the transformations
produced with the technological implants in the body will practically
make their sexuality unrecognizable the transhuman will practically
be an asexual being
Transhumanism, is a term introduced by Julian Huxley in 1957,3
in the 80s, the first self-described transhumanists met formally at the
University of California which became the main center of transhumanist
thought then forming the World Association of transhumanism. This
movement is funded with a billion-dollar investment by the big
companies of Silicon Valley and, in particular, by Google that created
the Singularity University in 2008.4 Transhumanists have formed
political parties in several countries such as the United States10 and
Spain and even some churches are adopting their ideology.11
It is necessary to emphasize that the transhumanists that make these
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almost delirious scientific statements do not give these expressions
result from a psychiatric disorder and they are not fiction writers,
the transhumanists statements are made by prestigious scientists,
economic powers’ most important universities professors.
Probably the main icon of transhumanism in the media is Ray
Kurzweil.12–4 He was working with the Army Science Board in 2006,
Kurzweil has been called “the successor and legitimate heir of Thomas
Edison” and was also cited by Forbes magazine as “the supreme
thinking machine”. In 1999, President Bill Clinton at a ceremony
in the White House gave him the National Medal of technology15
the United States’ highest honor in technology; Nick Bostrom, is
Professorial Distinction Award de la Universidad de Oxford, Donna
Haraway16 has been awarded by Yale University with the Wilbur
Cross Medals — the school’s highest honor — for un alumni of this
university17 and Aubrey de Grey is Moscow Institute of Physics and
Technology’s professor18The transhumanists affirmations are public
and are made with conviction and security; the surprising security is
the most mysterious aspect of their statements since they even lead
to express dates close to the launching of their implants in the human
being massively.
The transhumanism uses a series of advertising cliches, being
the main ones: “innovation”, “evolution”, “excellence” and “digital
citizen” and different advertising campaigns in which the most
promoted intellectuals and businessmen like Elon Musk.19 Larry
Page, and Nobel Prizes like Mario Vargas Llosa, who promote human
robotisation participate.20
Most amazing is that in spite of the unrealistic and almost delirious
affirmations of transhumanists, their theories are promoted and
supported at the highest official level in the world and are promoted
daily by the press, and most remarkable is that they practically do
not have more opposition from scientists or intellectuals who even
spread their unrealistic postulates. Thus, prestigious institutions like
the United Nationes, US and European universities, and governments
are adopting the transhumanism as a part of their government
plan. Thus in Peru, the national register of identification system is
already promoting the transhumanism with campaigns like “the
digital transformation” and public lectures in universities that seek
to subliminally prepare the Peruvian society so that they consent to
the invasive neurotechnology like brain microchips and nanobots as
citizen identification system replacing the current identity card known
in Peru as DNI (Figure 2).21

Figure 2 The Transhumanism : The promotion of the Peruvian government.
Jorge Luis Yrivarren, Head of the National Registry of Identification (RENIEC) in Peru, seeking subliminally to convince the Peruvians about the benefits of the
brain chips as identity document and of the transhumanism in a lecture in the Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos.
Source Reference21
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Contents
In spite of the millionaire promotion and support of mass media
to the transhumanists and in spite of considering “a philosophy”, the
science of love of wisdom, they hide the truth, the most important
information:
The harmful effects of the technological implants in the human
being and the method their almost delirious transhumanists objectives
are being developed with.
It is striking that the transhumanist postulates have been analyzed
from different philosophical, sociological and religious points of
view,22 as symbolized by Wikipedia’s summary on transhumanism,
however there is a surprising lack of questioning about the main high
point of transhumanist thought , and that by common sense, they
should be the first to interrogate the transhumanists, the method with
which they develop their risky and almost delirious transhumanist
projects and the adverse effects of their technological implants.
In relation to the effect of technological implants on the human
being, transhumanists only promote brain nanobots as a benefit to
society,13 the transhumanists do not inform that the brain microchips
and nanobots can be a weapon against the citizen; they would make
us lose our mind control, the citizens would be controlled by others
and thus they would lose their autonomy 23,24 turning us into human
robots, they would lose their privacy due to being permanently spied
on with the cerebral internet,25 they would lose their identity since
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their memory can be deleted with brain nanobots. Thus, if the citizens
are spied, controlled mentally and do not have identity, they would
become human slaves at the service of the transnational companies
and economic powers. (Figure 3) Probably the best proof of the
transhumanist scam is that none of transhumanists use the dangerous
brain implants and the technological innovations that they promote.
In the massive public lectures they perform, they do not perform the
“mind uploading” with the brain net, which allows a person’s entire
private life to be made public. It is necessary to highlight that Michio
Kaku, the main promoter of the cerebral Internet, has expressed that
he only reports on technological innovations in humans in their books
of scientific divulgation and public lectures such as the brain net,
when prototypes already exist.25–7
Kaku says: “I make all these predictions based on what I actually
see in the laboratory” 27
José Luis Cordeiro is another of the promoters of the cerebral
internet and transhumanism, he shows in his exhibitions only with an
external brain wave reading device,28 similarly Neil Harbysson, the
promoted “first cyborg” , who shows an antenna that is only inserted
in the skull , not in the brain and who uses it for health reasons. (Figure
4) Kevin Warmick, another promoter of the cyborgs, says:
“I have one goal in my life. I want to be a cyborg... I want to be the
world’s first half man half machine.29 However, he does not use either
brain implants, he says:

Figure 3 Nanobots and brain microchips: A weapon against the citizen -which transhumanists hide-.
Transhumanists like Ray Kurzweil only promote the massive and permanent use of nanobots and brain microchips,(Left) hiding the harmful effects against the
bearer of these technological implants such as mental control, memory erasure, loss of privacy and elimination of their sexuality. (Right)
Source Left: Ray Kurzweil Says We’re Going to Live Forever. New York Times, Jan 25 2013 Right: Copyrigh author

“I really like my life and there are many possibilities that something
goes wrong, both when implanting the chip and when removing it
“30 Regarding the method they are developing their transhumanist
projects with, almost like science fiction, such as fusing the human
brain with that of a machine, this is a mystery.
Rob Neil, the Director of the University of the Singularity, financed
by Google, affirms:

“If you want to be at the forefront in the future, you will have to
introduce improvements (biological)”9
However, he does not mention how he is developing his risky
“avant-garde” biological innovations. The majority of transhumanist
affirmations is related to the human brain and to the artificial
intelligence, however, the security of the transhumanist affirmations
contrasts with the current reality of our knowledge. The human brain
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is considered the most complex object of the universe; nowadays
there is no human model of the brain or a way to obtain it. In 2013,
DARPA, IBM’s funder, revealed publicly that there is no technology
that can pick up signals that inform the scientists what is exactly
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happening inside the brain.31,32 there is a big silence when the main
representatives of the transhumanism like Google CEOs are asked
on details about how they are going to achieve their unrealistic
transhumanist objectives.

Figure 4 The Transhumanist scam.
The promoters of transhumanism as Michio Kaku, Jose Luis Cordeiro, Elon Musk and Kevin Warmick do not use the risky brain implants that promote, they do
not “download their mind” with the brain net, as they recommend, Despite this technology already exists. Representation of a Cyborg (Right)
Source From Left to right Bighthink, Ref 28, Ref 19, Ted, pag web,
https://es.dreamstime.com/fotografa-de-archivo-cyborg-humano-image28748872

On the other hand, the society reveals little interest in the use of
brain implants as a recent US survey reveals.33
In recent scientific books, the following is expressed:
“Nowadays, human beings using the Intel brain chip voluntarily
seem unlikely...it could probably have applications for people like the
quadriplegics.”32
For that reason, for a person to be part of the almost amazing
transhumanist experiments like that of brain fusion so promoted by
them, recent research provides evidence that transnational technology
companies would be resorting to criminal methods: violence, swindle,
extortion or organized crime 20,34–36
Probably the main swindle is the overestimation of the
artificial intelligence without scientific support, this include the
millionaire promotion of singularity 14 a term very promoted by the
transhumanism; this is defined as the moment when the machines
acquire an intelligence superior to the human one and it even
can govern us. 6 This points to be only an intellectual campaign to
intimidate the population and to induce it using the brain implants,
as well as the recent campaign of “the threat of robots” that for being
“very intelligent” or “super dangerous” “they will leave us without
jobs” or “they will exterminate us.”37–40 The solution for “the threat
of robots” is “the technological innovation”, the use of invasive
neurotechnology; thus, multimillionaires like Elon Musk promote this
solution to “the threat” of the Artificial intelligence as follows:
“The humans will turn into cyborgs or will be irrelevant”20
“The humans shall turn into cyborgs to survive”19
Obviously, these affirmations have no scientific support.
It is clear that the transhumanist experimentation of this new

technology in humans is high risk, the big transnationals like Google,
the main transhumanist promoter have publicly expressed their
refusal to carry out biomedical projects in countries like the United
States. Sergey Brin, the co-founder of Google has mentioned in a
newspaper: “Generally, health is just so heavily regulated, it’s just a
painful business to be in. It’s not necessarily how I want to spend my
time. Even though we have some health projects, we’ll be doing it to a
certain extent. But I think the regulatory burden in the U.S. is so high,
I think it would dissuade a lot of entrepreneurs.”41
The newspaper reinforces Google CEO expressions: “The
sentiment – disruptive innovation is hampered by sluggish regulationsisn’t new.”
Due to the high regulation that protects its citizens in rich
countries, these dangerous experiments are probably carried out in
poor countries such as those in Latin America.36
The technology transnational companies as Google transmit a
message in their lectures that reveals an uncontrolled and dehumanized
ambition towards technological innovation development in Latin
America, probably due to the great economic power and the poor
control that they have.
In the recent meeting of technology transnational companies in
Latin America, the following messages are taught as basic lessons for
innovators:
“If necessary, cannibalize”
“Kill something that works to create something that may or may
not work” 36
The almost amazing transhumanist experiments like fusing the
brain of a human to that of a machine, using bionic eyes, making
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changes in the DNA, using implants in the own skeleton, all
dangerous experiments that harm or put in danger the health of the
experimentation subject, would be developing in Latin Americans at
the expense of their health, honor, privacy and in some cases their
lives.
This suspicion is reinforced by recent researches alert on the
existence of a global organized crime network to develop illicitly
transhumanist projects using nanotechnology in order to create human
weapons known as “nanomafias”, mainly in Latin America”.34,35 For
that purpose, the citizens would be intoxicated with drinks and foods
contaminated with brain nanobots or even would be kidnapped to
install brain implants in them like the cortical modem or artificial
hippocampus without their consent using the hospital surgeries mainly
the neurosurgery, and the victims who have suffered brain mapping
and a robot has been constructed with their own brain algorithms
would be beheaded to fuse their heads with those of robots created
from their brain mapping.20
This mafia of the transnational technology companies and the
corrupt governments involve administrators of hospitals, corrupt
health unions, rectors, professors, librarians and universities students,
mafias of police, prosecutor’s offices, judges, intelligence services
and especially press media and its extensive network of journalists
who develop an insolent campaign to promote the use of technological
implants.42
In Latin America, one of the main companies suspected of secretly
and unlawfully developing transhumanism is the Peruvian health
insurance company ESSALUD (Figure 5) Based on evidence from
recent investigations,34,35 Transhumanist experimentation would have
begun in 2009 during the administration of US President Barack
Obama, and as Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, both would have
coordinated the organized crime with President Alan García Pérez and
this in turn with the President of ESSALUD Fernando Barrios Ipenza.
Barrios would have developed it secretly with the research units of
Peruvian hospitals, the National Health Institute the Peruvian state
institution that gives the official certification for biomedical research
in Peru and the APRA the party that governed Peru in that period.
(Figure 6) The research units of Latin American hospitals would
be camouflagingly developing their million-dollar transhumanist
projects, swindling patients, such as the research unit at the Sabogal
Hospital where neuroscience research projects funded by Bill
Gates43 are developed that aim to be the camouflage of experiments
Transhumanists of mental control and cerebral internet in this hospital.
The Alberto Sabogal Hospital is located near the only military base
of the US Armed Forces in Latin America, the NAMRUD-6 (Figure
7).34,35
The suspicion is reinforced because ESSALUD currently
develops a massive transhumanist subliminal advertising, this
peruvian company has adopted as a new logo, the “humanization”.44
It is necessary to highlight that the transhumanists affirm that their
movement is an extension of humanization.1 ESSALUD has also
placed several advertisements with the word “control” that which
aims to be a subliminal promotion of mind control (Figure 8).
But, the most serious is that ESSALUD, a company characterized
by its apathy in the care of insured patients He is making amazing
mass surgery campaigns, operating around 20,000 patients in a short
time, campaigns that use transhumanist clichés. (+,-)45–46 The name
of the “trust plan” would also be part of transhumanist advertising
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given that trust is a word associated with innovation, as expressed
by the advertising cliché “trust is essential for innovation”.47
Recent researches warn that “innovation” is only a camouflage to
manufacture the consent for the voluntary use of brain microchips
(Figure 5) therefore in a general vision this massive plan of surgeries
really aims to be surgical campaigns to implant secretly technological
implants in thousands of insured patients, possibly organized by
Chilean businessmen, the main business sector in Peru48 to spy and
control mentally to its insured employees, having mafias of illegal
Venezuelans and Peruvian journalists as cerebral “mappers” of
the insured patients. Alan García, who initiated the transhumanist
experimentation at ESSALUD, currently directs the Node Peru of the
Millenium project recent research reports that this project is really
organizing the worldwide cerebral internet25,34,35 investigations that
Alan García and the United Nations have not denial. Fernando Barrios,
president of ESSALUD (2006-2010) currently overpromoted by the
Peruvian press, now owns universities, promotes transhumanism and
the “4th industrial revolution” in this universities (Figure 9).
In Latin America, another insurance company suspected of
carrying out secret and illicit transhumanist experiments is the
insurance company “La Segunda”, which develops “sensorial
neuromanagement”49 that really would be developing with secret
and forced experiments with the cerebral internet in Argentineans
insured, converting the Argentine insured, in “transhuman to the
force”. Probably the most extensive transhumanist campaigns are
camouflaged under the camouflage of “social responsibility”.In Peru,
the Ministry of the Interior, which runs the National Police of Peru,
in partnership with the University of San Marcos, has launched the
“safe neighborhood” campaign”.50–51 This campaign plans to develop
innovation projects in 100 poor areas of Peru, under the pretext of
preventing crime, really these campaigns aim to be mental control
programs with brain nanobots in the young poor of these communities
to turn them into digital slaves at the service of mafias del Peruvian
government and entrepreneurs, as it does suspect that each
“neighborhood” will be in charge of a company. University students
of National University of San Marcos, under scam or corruption,
participate of this campaign.52,53 Actually, the majority of Latin
American universities are converting from academic centers to be
tools of billionaire transhumanist projects, which seek to convert poor
villages into digital ghettos for illicit enrichment of the transnationals
(Figure 10).
The transhumanist mega-project “safe neighborhood” that is also
applied in other Latin American countries like Chile, to convince
citizens of the obligatory use of the cerebral internet under the
argument of being a weapon against crime. The “safe neighborhoods”
are the anteroom of the smart neighborhoods and the “Smart City”,
where the objective is for all citizens to be “smart”,54 use brain chips
and voluntarily accept the cerebral internet, as a weapon of the
government against crime, cerebral internet that recent investigations
warn that it is the most powerful weapon of extortion and violation of
privacy.25 Thus, there would be a secret global medical network that
would be executing, together with engineers, these transhumanists
projects involving Schools of Human Medicine and hospitals that
would be working secretly in this global transhumanist project
camouflaged as telemedicine,55 or in universities like Universidad
Nacional Mayor de San Marcos, these illicit transhumanist projects
would be camouflaged under projects like “social responsibility”,
“creation of communities”,56 “the Internet of things,”57 “innovation
fairs” and “psycofairs.”58 (Figure 11).
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Figure 5 The secret of transhumanism: illicit human experiments in Latin American hospitals.
In Latin America, there would be a hospital network where the transnational transhumanist companies would be applying technological implants in surgeries;
one of the main suspects is the Alberto Sabogal Hospital in Peru due to its proximity with the NAMRUD-6, USA Navy base in Peru. The figure shows Alberto
Sabogal Hospital building, the unusual massive campaigns of surgeries with transhumanist advertising (+, -) and the surgery room
Source Copyright author.

Figure 6 Transhumanism : The beginnings in Peru.
In 2009, the President of the USA, Barack Obama, his Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, in coordination, with the President of Peru Alan García, and the president
of the company ESSALUD Fernando Barrios Ipenza, began the secret experimentation and illicit transhumanist in Peru in the company ESSALUD with the
participation of all health unions. This illicit organization began to develop transhumanist projects such as human robotization.
Left: Available in: http://elcomercio.pe/politica/gobierno/alan-garcia-barack-obama-sostendran-primer-encuentro-casa-blanca-noticia-488192
Center: Available in: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=POE-QiDV1Lk
Right:Available in https://andina.pe/agencia/noticia-jefe-del-estado-senala-mision-milagro-se-retiro-peru-mayor-eficiencia-essalud-225474.aspx

Figure 7 Research Unit of Hospitales latinoamericanos: The camouflaged centrals of transhumanist projects.
Latin American hospitals’ research units like that of the Alberto Sabogal Hospital (Left), despite their unimportant appearance, are really the centers where the
secret transhumanist projects financed by transnationals, billionaires and DARPA are organized; cardiologist Aldo Rodríguez Escudero, head of the research unit
of the Alberto Sabogal Hospital and transhumanism main operator in Latin America.
Source Left: Copyright author. Picture taken in August 2018.
Right:http://www.doctoralia.pe/medico/rodriguez+escudero+aldo+edwin-12821269
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Figure 8 Transhumanist Advertising in Peruvian Hospitals.
The new ESSALUD’s logo “humanizing” and the surprise appearance of many advertising in the ESSALUD hospital network with the word “control” would point
to a subliminal promotion of transhumanism and mental control in ESSALUD . There is strong supect that ESSALUD’s patients who would be secretly installing
brain nanobots in foods, and pills.
Source Copyright author. Photos taken at Aberto Sabogal Hospital in 2018.

Figure 9 The transhumanism’ s millionaires: Fernando Barrios in Peru.
Fernando Barrrios, President of the social security health in Peru (2006-2010), promoted by the Peruvian press, now owner of the Continental University.
Barrios promotes transhumanism inviting professors from the University of Singularity, and in university advertising where cyborgization is promoted, showing
prosthetic hands.
Source: Left https://andina.pe/agencia/noticia.aspx?id=195746;
Left Center https://diariocorreo.pe/ Left right Ref 28 Right : Copyright author

Figure 10 National Police of Peru and San Marcos University: Scamming the poor with “the Social Responsibility”.
The ministry of Interior of Peru Carlos Basombrío Iglesias (2016-2017) signs an agreement with Orestes Cachay Boza, rector of the National University of San
Marcos (UNMSM) for the development of innovation projects in neighborhoods, “the Safe Neighborhood”, under the pretext of social assistance and security,
really transhumanist campaigns for create digital slaves and obtain the sexual life of poor families with the brain net.
Source Left : Ref 50 Center Ref 51 Right: Copyrigt author
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Figure 11 Latin American universities secretly develop transhumanism .
The internet of things, researched by engineers Jorge Guerra Guerra and Félix Fermín Pérez at San Marcos University, would be the camouflage of espionage
with the human cerebral internet in university students (Left); “Community” of disabled children “Santa Beatriz”, where children receive unusual Judo classes
within the framework of social responsibility at the University of San Marcos, would really seek to accustom blind children with brain nanobots to live in virtual
reality and be cyborgs (Center); advertising that promotes the use of the cerebral internet directed to university applicants. (Right)
Source Left http://www.unmsm.edu.pe/noticias/ver/investigacion-cientifica-tecnologica
Center and right: Photos taken by the author in the San Marcos univeristy surroundings

Recent investigations also warn of the presence of transhumanist
experiments in the so-called “north cone” universities of Lima, such
as the César Vallejo University. This university was administered
by Francisco Miroquesada, director of the El Comercio group, main
organizer of nanomafias in Peru, and is owned by César Acuña, with
close ties to IBM, partner of DARPA.25 The publicity of this university
is very similar to the propaganda carried out by the US government
for military recruitment and reinforces the suspicion of human
experimentation of mind control in the students with the objective of
transform them in robot soldiers for the US Army. (Figure 12).
Human experiments of mind control and espionage of sexual life
would also be carried out in other institutes aimed at young Peruvians
with low economic resources, such as students from Avansys
institutes, institutions also linked to the El Comercio group and to
América Televisión. (Figure 13).
The US military has surprisingly announced that it will create an
army of robot soldiers and cyborgs,59 it is a mystery how it makes
its biomedical researches. The secret and forced illicit transhuman
experimentation in Latin American universities would be the secret of
this program of robot soldiers.
DARPA will probably not only turn university students with mind
control into human robots to serve the US military, which is worse,
it is likely that the real project will also turn it into clone troopers,
erase its identity and replace it with another, erasing his memory and
replacing it with another one, the campaign “unlearns to learn” and
the publicity of universities like the Technological University of Peru
where university students are shown as clones60 points to the existence
of this secret project. Probably, the illegal human experimentation
that the DARPA would be performing in Latin America to develop its
artificial intelligence projects is its real history, DARPA’s uncensored
history, illicit experimentation that promoted American books about
DARPA61 despite being recent conceal it, misinforming society about
the truth about DARPA.
The recent creation of the so-called “Silicon Valleys”
of Latin America such as Yachay and Guadalajara would
have as secret objective to develop the risky transhumanist
human
experimentation
with
high-risk
implants.36,62
In Ecuador, the government has created Yachay, “The city of

knowledge”. Yachay has aroused suspicion for his administration, the
managing committee of Yachay University only consists of professors
from California Technology Institute (Caltech),63 which is very
linked to the DARPA, the USA government agency responsible for
developing new war weapons. Arati Prabhakar, director of DARPA
(2012-2017), is graduated from Caltech, a military institution that
funds several Caltech projects (Figure 14). On the other hand, USA
is interested in colonizing Mars, for that reason, it has organized an
extensive campaign in Latin America promoting the journey to Mars,
the reason is that unlike the trip to the moon, the trip to Mars is longer
and riskier for that reason only the one-way journey to Mars without
return is promoted.64 It is probable that Latin Americans mentally
controlled with brain implants will be sent as settlers to Mars.
Perhaps the most symbolic evidence is that José Andrade, Professor
of Caltech, main member of the mission to colonize Mars65 is the
rector of Yachay Tech University; his presence in Yachay possibly is
to recruit ecuatorians students and send them to Mars.
In a general view, the evidence points to the fact that the
transhuman experimentation network is an interconnected global
network, surprisingly organized by the millionaires of the world, most
promoted by the world press, such as Carlos Slim, George Soros, Marck
Zuckerberg, Larry Page, Sergey Brin, Bill Gates or Jeff Benzos. Bill
Gates, through his foundation, funds projects of neurologists at the
Sabogal Hospital in Peru43 that really develop neuroscientific projects
that are the camouflage of transhumanist projects of mental control
and cerebral internet, Jeff Benzos owner of Amazon books finances
a neuroscience institute in the Princeton University, a university with
close links in Latin America, Marck Zuckerberg, Carlos Slim, Larry
Page, Sergey Brin, and George Soros are suspected of organizing
the cerebral internet in Latin America.25,34 This secret transhumanist
experimentation probably explains the controversy that exists in
relation to the suspicious financial success of several of them, such as
the Mexican Carlos Slim. The Mexican magnate’s rising fortune has
caused a good deal of controversy because it has been amassed in a
nation where per capita income is less than $6,800 a year and half the
population lives in poverty.66
The world transhumanist experimentation network would be
connected with the most important television networks like Discovery
Channel and History Chanel and with the editors of the most important
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scientific magazines like Science, Nature and Neurology, and
scientific divulgation journals like Scientific American, New Scientist
and National Geographic that divulge their findings hiding their real
illicit method. This illicit transhumanist human experimentation
network would have as final link the Nobel Foundation that
would choose its Nobel Prizes from the list of illicit transhumanist
projects that are developed in the world, mainly in Latin America,
where they are presented to the world “washing” the crime and are
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presented as a result from their creativity and animal research or with
noninvasive techniques, hiding their real origin: Illicit and forced
human experimentations in Latin Americans, violating their privacy,
extorting them, destroying their honor and their future, and even at the
cost of his life. There is a strong suspicion that several Latin American
victims of this illicit human experimentation would have been killed
and even beheaded to build robots, mainly in Argentina.20

Figure 12 DARPA : Recruiting students for transform them in cyborgs in poor universities.
Unusual advertising with military subliminal message of the César Vallejo University (UCV), similar to the North American advertising to recruit the US Army;
Library of the César Vallejo University is the main place where terrorist network of journalists of peruvian newspaper “El Comercio” would be doing cerebral
mapping in university students to obtain the algorithms of the human brain and to realize mental control for human robotization.
Source Left : https://cortecs.org/ateliers/droit-dingerence-et-imperialisme-humanitaire-les-rouages-de-la-propagande-de-guerre/ center and right : Photos
taken by the author in Lima.

Figure 13 Press magnates : Making cyborgs in institutes for poor students.
The business group “El Comercio”, main member of the nanomafia in Latin America, is the owner of Avansys Institute. This institute has a similar publicity with
the advertising of the movie Avatar, a film that recreates the mental control of indigenous populations. This unusual publicity reinforce the suspect of human
experimentation for making “avatars”, students under mental control with brain nanobots.
Source Left: Avatar movie; Right : Photos taken by the author in the door of Avansys Institute.

Surprisingly, the transhumanism is consolidating worldwide
with the support of the United Nations, its Millenium project, and
especially by UNESCO. It is necessary to emphasize that the term
transhumanism was coined by the then director of UNESCO, Julian
Huxley.

In Latin America, in 2015, the Ibero-American Prospective
Network, “RIBER” was created in Latin America, within its advisory
board are former Peruvian President Alan García, former Chilean
Minister Sergio Bitar, and former Dominican President Leonel
Fernández, who also serves as honorary president of Riber.34 Bitar,
is the current president of the Chilean Council of Prospective and
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Strategy of Chile in a recent publication under the auspices of the
IDB, writes:”Transcend physical limitations,... as well as in the
extension and quality of life. ... It also contemplates the possibility of
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expanding human capabilities, for example, through infrared vision,
the expansion of memory and the direct interaction between machines
and the brain.”67

Figure 14 Valley Silicon of Latin America: The “human farm” of transhumanist projects.
Youth entering Yachay with the illusion of a new future (Left), Nicholas Negroponte, director of MIT laboratory, coordinating the city’s organization with
Yachay commission (Center); Ares Rosakis, professor of Caltech and also administrator of Yachay having an interview with the DARPA director. ( Right) DARPA
promote human weapons as cyborgs.
Source Left: Yachay: Un nuevo futuro espera. El Ciudadano 31 de marzo de 2014. Ecuador y el MIT inician acercamientos para el desarrollo del conocimiento
en Yachay
Center El ciudadano. 8 abril de 2014; Right: http://www.rosakis.caltech.edu/leadership/

Discusion
Really, a global vision of transhumanism reveals only a great
swindle; the transhumanism does not seek to improve the individual as
its promoters affirm but on the contrary, to turn the human being with
technological implants into a slave at the service of the translational
companies and the economic powers. The transhumanistas affirm that
the human beings that use the technological implants and the genetic
engineering will be superior men and those that do not use them will
be inferior men according to transhumanist symbology, the h+and the
h-. For this reason, following their promotion, the rich with their great
economic power will be able to buy technological implants and will
be more superior and the poor without implants will be more inferior
9
, thus, the social gaps will enlarge between the poor and the rich,
“the digital gap”, for that reason, the poor shall fight to also get “that
advantage” and seek to get those technological implants. However,
the truth is totally opposed.

The global transhumanist mega-project created by the elite that
secretly rules the world, grouped in different groups like the masons,
The Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) relations or the Bilderberg
Club, would seek to create a world society with two groups: An elite
of millionaire68–70 who will not use brain microchips and nanobots,
and will have access to the video stations to control mentally, spy and
enslave the rest of the citizens.
The rest of the society, the promoted “supermen”, “bionic
men” and the “h+”, will be human robots that will use mandatorily
nanobots and cerebral microchips, devices that will be promoted as a
compulsory requirement to get a job9 in a very near future; really the
h+will be the new slaves (Figure 15). In synthesis, reality is that h+
will be the lower ones and the h-will be the superiors. The new slavery
will be the human robotisation promoted by the transhumanism, and
the brain nanobots and chips will be the new chains and shackles.
The promoted “communities” really will be digital ghettos and
transhumanism concentration camps. In simple terms:

Figure 15 Digital slaves: The booty of transhumanism.
Workers marching like soldiers in a factory in a television spot and robotized women in theatrical representation recreate fascism and digital slavery.
Source Left:Cementos INKA (2017) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OSdrgEPX0-Y
Right: Ceremonia Inauguración Túnel de San Gotardo. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GBBn8BMRZeA
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The transhumanism only seeks to achieve human slaves for the
millionaires who rule the world (Figure 16) The transhumanist project
of the “digital slave” presented by the transhumanists like “superman”
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has the following components: mind control, permanent monitoring
with the Brain net, elimination of the emotions, living in a virtual
reality, mind deletion and elimination of sexuality.34

Figure 16 The Digital Fascism: Transhumanism’s Main Objetive -Making Digital Slaves For MillonairesSeveral of the richest men of the world, according to the last list of the magazine Forbes publish in 2018, are the organizers of the network transhumanist global,
as Carlos Slim, Marck Zuckerberg, Larry Page, Sergey Brain, Bill Gates and Jeff Benzos, owner of amazon books. This secret transhumanist experimentation is
probably the principal origin of his financial income for many of them.
Source Left and Right The Economist. Center: Time page web, Forbes page web.

Conclusion

7. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z0sPbdfwgLc

The fact of hiding the adverse effects of technological implants
by the transhumanists , the non-use of the transhumanists of the brain
implants that they promote, the billionaire promotion and financing
of transhumanism by the economic powers and the transnationals of
technology and the illicit human experimentation that is suspected be
the real secret method of these transhumanist projects reveals that the
transhumanism is a swindle, in order to lead us towards the digital
slavery and towards a fascist society where an elite will enslave
digitally the rest of citizens with technological implants.

8. Martorell C. Al infierno los cuerpos: El transhumanismo y el giro
postmoderno de la utopía. Thémata. 2012;46:489–496.
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